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For IMMEDIATE Release Thursday, January 4, 1940
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE
Washington

COMMISSION

ACCOUNTING SERIES
Release No. 11
The Securities and Exchange Commission today announced the issuance of
an additional opinion in its accounting series, dealing with the problem of
inclusion and exclusion in consolidation of foreign subsidiaries of domestic
corporations.

The opinion, prepared by William W. Werntz, Chief Accountant,

in response to an inquiry, follows:
"Inquiry has been made as to the propriety of including in consolidation with domestic corporations foreign subsidiaries whose operations are effected in terms of restricted foreign currencies, or whose •
assets and operations are endangered by the war conditions prevailing
abroad.
"Foreign currency restrictions and war conditions are of such significance with respect to subsidiaries operating in affected territories
as to require, in my opinion, that registrants consider carefully their
policy with respect to the inclusion of such subsidiaries in consolidated
financial statements. It is my opinion in general that the consolidation
of such foreign subsidiaries with the domestic parent and other domestic
or foreign subsidiaries may be misleading. However, if, notwithstanding
the existence of exchange restrictions and war conditions affecting certain foreign subsidiaries at the time the financial statements are prepared, the inclusion of such foreign subsidiaries in the consolidated
statements is considered desirable and in the particular case will not
prevent a clear and fair presentation of the financial condition and the
results of operations of the registrant and its subsidiaries, their inclusion is ordinarily permissible. If included, however, disclosure
should be made as to the effect, in so far as this can be reasonably determined, of foreign exchange restrictions and war conditions upon the
consolidated financial position and operating results of the registrant
and its subsidiaries.
"In any case, the existence of currency restrictions and war conditions requires that careful consideration should also be given to the
question of providing, and, if provision appears necessary, the extent
of such provision, for impairment of the registrant's investment in
such foreign subsidiaries by reason of the prevailing conditions and
losses suffered by such subsidiaries."
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